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November 2023

To Whom It May Concern,

It is my pleasure to write this letter of recommendation on behalf of Mitchell Hamrock. As a long-term

educator, I have come across many students in my 37 years, and few have stood out for having as many

positive character traits as Mitchell. What is amazing about Mitchell is that he is so quiet and unassuming,

yet he makes his presence known to everyone around him just by being himself.

Mitchell comes from a loving family. Having a teacher for a mom reinforced how important education

was to him. Knowing how difficult it is to be a teacher, Mitchell is a model student both behaviorally and

academically. He has a disciplined lifestyle where he knows his best effort is the expectation and his work

ethic helps him reach his goals.

Mitchell has a self-confidence that can be seen as he walks across the campus. He seems to not be

bothered by what anyone else thinks of him- confident that he is enough and that he does not have to

worry about bowing to peer pressure to act a certain way. Because of this, he is seen as a leader by

classmates and baseball teammates who know Mitchell is always following his moral compass.

Kindness is at the heart of every interaction Mitchell has. He treats everyone as an equal and realizes

everyone needs to be treated with respect. Mitchell is a rock star in our Unified Physical Education

program because of the way he handles our students with special needs. It is rare for a varsity athlete to

possess the patience to work with students who are more limited in their physical and mental abilities.

Mitchell does.

Numerous times I have expressed my appreciation and admiration to Mitchell for the young man he has

become. I also know Mitchell has been nominated and selected for Student of the Month awards multiple

times. His name comes up frequently when talking about students who make a positive impact on our

campus. Through it all, Mitchell remains humble, polite and modest and offers his gratitude for being

recognized in such a public way.

Mitchell is a role model as a student, athlete and young man. He represents himself, his family and our

Campo Verde High School community in the most positive way. We are proud to claim him as our own

and you will be too. Therefore, I give Mitchell Hamrock my highest recommendation.

Sincerely,

Jim Baker

Counselor
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